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100% TRUST Verified
PurchaserReviewer: Sambaran Critical Reviewer (avg. rating: 4.0) Jan 12, 2020
100% TRUST Verified PurchaserReviewer: Nilesh Brand Repeater (2 of 24 reviews for this brand; avg rating: 2.5) Critical Reviewer (avg. rating: 2.5) Sep 7, 2020
0% TRUST Unverified Purchaser Contains repetitive phrases (show)Reviewer: Bhumika One-Hit
Wonder Never-Verified Reviewer Overrepresented Participation (posted 1 Review) Easy Grader (avg. rating: 5.0) Jan 16, 2020
0% TRUST Unverified PurchaserReviewer: Shibin James One-Hit Wonder Never-Verified Reviewer Overrepresented Participation (posted 1 Review) Easy Grader (avg. rating: 5.0) Dec 21, 2021
0% TRUST Unverified
PurchaserReviewer: Selvi One-Hit Wonder Never-Verified Reviewer Overrepresented Participation (posted 1 Review) Easy Grader (avg. rating: 5.0) Have been using it for a month. Works like a ... [Go to full review] Aug 2, 2019
0% TRUST Verified Purchaser Contains repetitive phrases (show)Reviewer: Sharad Overlapping Review History:
reviewed 1 of 9 top products Overrepresented Participation (posted 6 Reviews) Easy Grader (avg. rating: 4.3) Jul 31, 2020
0% TRUST Unverified PurchaserReviewer: pooja Never-Verified Reviewer Overrepresented Participation (posted 4 Reviews) Easy Grader (avg. rating: 5.0) Dec 9, 2018
19% TRUST Verified PurchaserReviewer: AT TakeBack Reviewer (1 deleted Review; avg. rating: 5.0) Overlapping Review History: reviewed 1 of 9 top products Overrepresented Participation (posted 6 Reviews) Critical Reviewer (avg. rating: 3.0) May 13, 2019
19% TRUST Verified PurchaserReviewer: GN Overlapping Review History: reviewed 2 of 9 top products Overrepresented Participation
(posted 12 Reviews) Easy Grader (avg. rating: 4.9) Jun 3, 2020
19% TRUST Verified PurchaserReviewer: Jubilant Incorporation Overlapping Review History: reviewed 1 of 9 top products Overrepresented Participation (posted 14 Reviews) Critical Reviewer (avg. rating: 3.0) Good accuracy [Go to full review] Aug 6, 2020
19% TRUST Verified
PurchaserReviewer: DIPAK MAKWANA Overlapping Review History: reviewed 1 of 9 top products Overrepresented Participation (posted 2 Reviews) Critical Reviewer (avg. rating: 3.0) Fail Suspicious Reviewers 14% have only posted one review 12 of the 83 reviewers have only reviewed this product. While this is more One-Hit Wonders than we'd
expect to see, it does not appear to have a significant impact on the overall rating. 3.0/5 from one-hit wonders 3.4/5 from reviewers with more than one review 5% have zero verified purchases 4 of the 83 reviewers have never written a verified purchase review. The Never-Verified Reviewers have rated this product an average of 5.0 while the
reviewers who have written at least one verified purchase review rated this product an average of 3.3. Based on our statistical modeling, the discrepancy in average rating between these two groups is significant enough to believe that the difference is not due to random chance, and may indicate that there are unnatural reviews. Warn Deleted
Reviews 3 Reviews have been deleted We discovered a total of 3 deleted Reviews for this product, with an average rating of 4.7. Even though deleted reviews don't affect the average rating, the fact that action was taken to delete reviews raises some red flags about the integrity of the reviews for the product as whole. There are a few limitations to
keep in mind regarding the Deleted Reviews test: We don't have a magic ability to collect every single deleted review; we can only identify reviews as deleted if we collect them on one date and then notice they are no longer visible on a subsequent date.We have no information on reviews that were never published in the first place.We also don't know
why these reviews were removed. It could be action from the platform, personal decision by the review author, part of an entire account closure, even some data error on our part, etc. Read more about our Deleted Reviews test. Pass Rating Trend 0% Created on high-volume days We counted 83 reviews for this product over the span of 1,133 days, an
average of 0.1 reviews per day. If these reviews were created randomly, there would be a 99.9% chance that we would see 2 or fewer reviews on any given day. We didn't find any days exceeding this threshold. Read more about our Rating Trend test. Pass Unverified Purchases 6% Unverified Purchases 5 of the 83 total reviews for this product are
unverified purchases. This is within an acceptable range and it does not appear to be significantly affecting the overall rating for this product. 4.2/5 from unverified purchasers 3.3/5 from verified purchases Unverified purchases may be the result of Kindle Unlimited readers, buyers who didn't pay full price, or reviewers who did not purchase the
product at Amazon. Read more about our Unverified Purchases test. Pass Word Count Comparison 0% Have an overrepresented word count Pass Reviewer Ease The ease score is the average rating for all reviews that a given reviewer submits. The average ease score for reviewers of this product is 3.4, while the average ease score for reviewers in
this category is 4.2. Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review. If you are trying to lose, maintain, or gain weight, having a reliable and accurate weighing scale is essential. A good weighing scale can help monitor your weight loss or weight gain journey and keep track of your progress, some even doing so via a
mobile app. Some advanced weighing scales even feature the latest technology, allowing one to accurately measure body fat, muscle mass and more. With an extensive variety of weighing scales in the market, which then is the best weighing scale in Singapore? In our Best of Home series, we have curated the latest 10 Best Weighing Scales in
Singapore, providing quality recommendations to suit your lifestyle and budget. This article was last updated on 10 January 2022. Advanced Full Body Sensing TechnologyThe OMRON HBF-375 weighing scale comes equipped with an advanced Full Body Sensing Technology to accurately and precisely measure and analyse your body composition. You
can use it to check your BMI, segmental subcutaneous fat, and skeletal muscle percentage for a more in-depth understanding of your body. This allows you to ensure that you are losing body fat instead of muscle mass when losing weight.Bioelectrical Impedance method for body fat percentageTo measure your body fat percentage accurately, the
weighing scale uses an effective Bioelectrical Impedance method to differentiate your body fats from other liquid or substances in your body. Moreover, its Progress Chart feature is a helpful display that can track your progress for up to 90 days. The OMRON HBF-375 can even share your body age with you!Why buy this:Full body sensing technology
for accurate body composition analysisMeasures fat and muscle percentagesProgress Chart feature for tracking purposes up to 90 daysBioelectrical Impedance method for accurate body fat percentage2. Omron Smart Elite Body Composition Monitor HBF-222TSmart weighing scale with Bluetooth techMore than ever today, we can find all forms of
smart technology in every aspect of our lives. This includes weighing scales too, as the Omron HBF-222T features some outstanding smart functions. Collecting data about your weight, BMI, body fat percentage and visceral fat level could not be easier, making a healthy lifestyle accessible for the entire family.Mobile app connectionThe OMRON
Connect App allows easy set-up, syncing of data, and convenient presentation of data and insights about your body. It uses Bluetooth to transfer measurements to your smartphone for safekeeping. Moreover, it allows for 4 users to use this system, while its Auto Users Recognition makes switching between users quick and simple too.Why buy
this:Smart controlOMRON Connect AppBluetooth technology4 user memory3. Huawei Body Fat Weighing Scale AH1009 body composition indicatorsWhen looking for a good weighing scale, remember that weight is actually not the most important number on the scale. The Huawei AH100 model features 9 different body composition indicators that
include body fat and water percentages, bone mass, muscle mass, visceral fat, BMI and BMR. These will help you understand your body composition more in-depth and tailor your goals accordingly.Better progress trackingMoreover, the scale can also give you a comprehensive health report for better progress tracking, which is accessible on any
Android or IOS device. There is no need for tough cleaning, as the tempered glass surface makes the scale easy to clean. Additionally, it comes with 10 users auto-recognition so the entire family (and more) can use it. What’s great is that it looks perfect for a minimalist or modern home!Why buy this:9 body composition indicatorsComprehensive
health reportCompatible with Android and IOS devices10 users auto-recognition4. Xiaomi Weighing Scale Gen 2Affordable and popular smart weighing scaleHighly recommend this as we bought this for our home, and it’s pretty good and useful so far! Not all good weighing scales are expensive, to which this Xiaomi Gen 2 is the perfect proof. With
almost 10,000 units sold on Shopee, the Xiaomi Gen 2 is a smart yet affordable scale that can track your weight and BMI, as well as accurate body composition measurements for an all-round weighing. If you have ever wondered about how your balance compares, the built-in balance assessment can tell you too! Additionally, the stylish design makes
this Xiaomi scale a beautiful addition to your space. With warm white tempered glass and a hidden LED screen, it will blend seamlessly in any contemporary home.Why buy this:Affordable and highly popular weighing scale in SingaporeSmart featuresBalance assessmentStylish design5. Omron Digital Body Weighing Scale HN-283Extremely
durableThe Omron HN-283 is a good weighing scale with a precise display of 100g increments that can weigh up to 150 kg. It uses a 4-sensor technology for better accuracy in your measurements. This Omron scale prides itself in its premium machine components and materials, which provides for high durability. In addition, the tempered glass
surface has been coated with silver for an elegant and premium finish.Why buy this:4-sensor technologyExcellent durabilitySilver-coated tempered glass6. Leifheit x Soehnle Classic S63857Good for fitness newcomersMany fitness newcomers will start looking for the best weighing scales in Singapore to embark on their fitness journey with. If this is
you, then the Leifheit x Soehnle Classic will be a great addition. It can calculate your body water and fat content on an easy-to-read LCD screen. The large platform, along with its extra-thin design, is comfortable to stand on and extremely stable. Meanwhile, its 8-user recognition can store data for multiple users at once.Stylish lookThis sleek black
scale offers a classic and stylish look. Its automatic on and off function makes weighing in an easy thing, without wasting energy too. Plus, it comes with anti-slip feet so that it is safe to stand on.Why buy this:Best for fitness newcomersExtra-thin and modern designAutomatic on and off functionAnti-slip feetStylish7. Russell Taylors Bluetooth Weighing
Scale BWS-10Bluetooth and app connectionsThe Russell Taylors BWS-10 features a Bluetooth connection and an OKOK app that is compatible for most iOS and Android devices. This lets you easily track your progress, generate reports, weekly weight trends and receive customized health advice. The scale itself is made using new ABS materials with
a strong tempered glass surface, all of which could weigh up to 180 kg. More impressively, it can measure and calculate over 20 key body composition analyses like BMI, body fat, muscle mass, and water content.Why buy this:Bluetooth connectionOKOK Smart AppAll new ABS materialWeighing capacity up to 180kg20 body composition analysis8.
OMRON Scale HN289Stylish digitalThe OMRON Scale HN289 is another top-quality weighing scale for consideration. Simple and user-friendly, the OMRON HN289 features an easy-to-read display as well. This is an ideal choice for those who want a stylish digital scale that will jazz up your space. Its all-black look means you can put it in any space,
and it will blend seamlessly with the décor. It also comes in a beautiful teal colour.Why buy this:Stylish designDigital easy-to-read displaySimple to use9. iScale USB Digital Body WeightBudget pickNext, this iScale USB weighing scale might be your best bet if you are looking for the ultimate budget pick. With over 1,800 units sold on Shopee, it is one
of the cheapest weighing scales in Singapore. Not to worry, as its lower price does not mean the quality is compromised. In fact, it features plenty of advanced technology including precise measurement, night vision display, low battery reminder, and a temperature display.Built-in rechargeable batteryWith its built-in rechargeable battery, you can
easily use the USB cable to recharge your weighing scale. The automatic off function will ensure that it saves energy while turning it on is as easy as standing on top of the scale.Why buy this:Best popular budget weighing scale in SingaporeNight light visionTemperature displayRechargeable battery with a USB cableAutomatic on and off10. Smart
Bluetooth Body Fat Weight ScaleBluetooth connectionLast on this list is the Smart Bluetooth Weight Scale, another budget weighing scale in Singapore with good quality. The tempered glass material makes it durable despite its low price. Furthermore, it also comes with a smart Bluetooth connection and allows you to check up to 8 metrics indicators
on its mobile app. It also allows for 8 users for tracking of data.Why buy this:Tempered glass180kg maximum capacityAuto recognize users up to 8 paxAffordable and popular on ShopeeFAQWhich brand of weighing scale is the best in Singapore?OMRON is our highly recommended brand for the best weighing scale in Singapore. As a renowned brand
in the industry, they provide an extensive array of weighing scales to suit various budgets and needs.Where to buy a weighing scale in Singapore?You used to only be able to buy a weighing scale in Singapore in retail stores, but now you can purchase them online for the ultimate convenience and even enjoy discounted prices! Shopee and Lazada are
my go-to for home products. They allow you to easily compare the prices of weighing scales in Singapore. We hope that our guide on the 10 Best Weighing Scales in Singapore will help you to buy the best weighing scale in Singapore for your home. Do also read our other buying guides too. Please do share this along with your friends if you have found
this useful. Do look forward to more buying guides that we will be releasing soon!This post was brought to you by The Wedding Vow. Disclosure: All opinions remain the writer’s own. There may be paid or sponsored mentions in the above article, but we believe in honesty of relationship, opinion, and identity. We will only recommend services that we
have tried and tested ourselves or have done extensive research and find them to be useful recommendations. For more information, kindly refer to our copyright & disclosure policy.To get featured on The Wedding Vow, email [email protected] for advertising, [email protected] for media.
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